
Odd One Out 
-Groups of 3 and stand in a circle

	 -Put one hand in, make a fist, chant “Odd One Out”

	 -On “Out” put out one or two fingers

-The two students that have matching fingers are the taggers

	 -The non matching student runs away

-Before they can tag the other student they must do

Head/Shoulders/Knees/Toes and a high five

-When a tag occurs: Stop, reset and play again


Hot Pursuit 
-Groups of 4, 5 or 6 students

	 -Students form a straight line with their group

	 -First student in line runs away

	 -Second student in line is the tagger

	 -Once tagged return to the end of the line

	 -Tagger now switches roles and is

	 running away from next person in line

-Students can tag out at anytime with next person in line if they 
need a break


Three Tourney Style Activities 

1. Knee Tag 
	 -Use two finger tag hands

	 -Must touch on the knee to score a point

	 -Must be on your feet to score a point

	 -Play to 3 points, find a new partner


2. Plank Tag 
	 -Students close to each other in plank position

	 -Touch partner on the back of the hand to

	 score a point


-Must be in plank position to score a point 
	 -Play to 3 points, find a new partner


3. Rocky Rock It Out 
	 -Students find a partner and Rock it Out

	 	 -first loss: one knee

	 	 -second loss: two knees

	 	 -third loss: push-up / round is over

	 -Find a new partner


Rock it Out Victory Lap 
	 -Students find a partner and Rock it Out

	 -If you win you get to run a victory lap

	 (make sure to make this exciting) and

	 then find a new partner

	 -If you lose you immediately find a new

	 partner and play again


Rock it Out Baseball 
-Put out four cones (or bases) and a bucket


	 of runs (popsicle sticks) at home plate 
-Everyone starts at home plate and Rocks


	 it Out with a partner

	 -Winner advances a base and plays a new

	 partner

	 -Loser stays at that base and plays a new

	 partner

	 -Once you make it back to home plate

	 collect a run and keep playing


Rock it Out Pursuit 
-Students find a partner and line up toe to


	 toe on the midline of the gym facing each

	 other and Rock it Out

	 -The winner runs away to their end line and

	 the loser chases them 
	 -A point is awarded for students either

	 escaping or tagging their partner

	 -Reset at the midline and play again

	 -Make sure to teach them to stay in their

	 lanes


Sneak Tag 
	 -Students find a partner

	 -One stands on the end line facing away

	 from their partner

	 	 -Can be sitting / kneeling / standing

	 -Partner sneaks up and touches them on the shoulder

	 -Student turns and chases partner and attempts to tag

	 before they reach the end line

	 -Switch roles and play again


Circle Scarf Tag 
	 -Students find a group of 3, 4 or 5

	 -One student hangs a scarf from their back

	 pocket and joins hands with students to

	 make a circle

	 -One student stays outside of the circle and

	 is the chaser

	 -Chaser must go around the circle to grab

	 the scarf


Throw / Catch Tag (2 person)

	 -Students find a partner and share a ball

	 -Music is on: students are throwing and

	 catching with partner

	 -Music stops: student with the ball is the

	 tagger

	 -If tagged before the music restarts take a

	 break.

	 -Start throwing and catching as soon as the

	 music restarts


-4 student variation 
-Same activity but when music


	 	 stops the student with the ball is

	 	 running away from their group


H/S/K/T Snatch 
	 -Students find a partner, face each other, put

	 a cone on the ground and take one step

	 away from the cone

	 -Teacher calls out body parts “head,

	 shoulders, knees, etc…

	 -When teacher says “snatch” students race

	 to grab the cone

	 -Point is awarded if student grabs the cone

	 first

	 -Point taken away if student touches the

	 cone when “snatch” hasn’t been said
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